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the former president and his family must be investigated by the afghanistan independent human
rights commission, an independent, transparent, and effective body. mr. ghani should order the

investigation into the death of mr. hussain, including a review of past investigations and
prosecutions. he should order the investigation into the murder of the assassinated independent

journalist, bismillah kazemi, and the alleged assassination attempt on afghanistan president, ashraf
ghani. the afghanistan independent human rights commission should examine in detail the

allegations of torture and other ill treatment by afghan security forces and members of the afghan
national security forces against mr. hussain. mr. hussain was subjected to torture during his

incarceration and custody. the afghan authorities should treat any complaints of torture as serious
human rights violations and launch a prompt and effective investigation. hussain and his family have
the right to adequate reparation, such as a pension, indemnity, and security. hussain and his family

should be issued protection orders by the afghan human rights commission, and compensated.
afghan security officials arrested and detained dr. nasrin, a human rights defender and founder of

the center for human rights in afghanistan. the center provides legal assistance to victims of human
rights violations, including torture and kidnapping by members of the afghan national security forces

and the afghan intelligence agencies, and operates a women’s shelter in kabul. dr. nasrin has
documented the disappearance of several people since 2009. the afghanistan independent human
rights commission should carry out an investigation into the detention, alleged ill treatment, and

release of dr. nasrin. the commission should investigate and publicly disclose information about the
secret prisons, fake cases, and proxy detention sites created by the afghan security forces and the

afghan national directorate of security, and ensure that those responsible are held accountable.
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finally, the president said that recent events in afghanistan have raised concerns on the security
situation, violence and social tensions, but the international community should trust that there is no

alternative to bilateral talks with the taliban. while there have been concerns raised about the
centrality of the current peace process, we have full confidence that our government is determined
to continue the negotiating process. in conclusion, the president said that afghanistan is a peaceful
country of young democracy with hundreds of thousands of brave afghan boys and girls in uniform

guarding and protecting the constitution and seeking to establish a better and peaceful afghanistan..
the challenges we have had should not divert us from the path of those who are trying to make the
path for a stable afghanistan more secure and free. i hope human rights watch will understand the

circumstances in afghanistan and the goodwill of our government. do not forget that this was a time
when urdu literature was struggling to find a suitable place in the world literary map. poetry was the
preferred mode of expression in urdu literature. while shikasta by akbar calcuttawas already one of

the best literary works in urdu, there were no novels of world stature. even the urdu novel that found
acceptance was far from being an authentic reflection of real life. he has had a long career as a
novelist, poet, and playwright. he has achieved renown with his novels, many of which are set in

pakistan. udaas naslain presents an authentic picture of pakistani society in the late 1960s. it depicts
the grim reality of life in the city of lahore that is ridden by violence, corruption, and the economic

and political aspirations of power hungry elite. 5ec8ef588b
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